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James T

on
03/30/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice pistol accurate and functions well 











George S

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of the most reliable 9mm handguns I own. It has never misfired. I use several types of factory ammo and my own hand load in this firearm. It is easy to take down and clean and carries well. I would recommend it if you can find one. 











Carmine G

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my Winter conceal carry weapon. The price was right and I'm very happy and satisfied with my purchase. 











Bethany S

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice, comfortable grips. Love the accuracy and the weight is well proportioned. Would definitely buy it again. 











Kurt D

on
06/25/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this gun 4 years ago. Love it. Feel like I happened up onto King Tut's Tomb. Best value pistol I've ever owned. I also have a Gen 3 Glock 19 that I won't part with. Glock feels great in my hands, but this Bersa Thunder 9 UC Pro feels the best in my hand of any pistol I own. At home, I just like to pick it up and hold it--feels that good. Easiest gun to field strip and clean period. Extremely tough and dependable. I've put a little over 500 rounds through it since I've had it. No stoppages or issues for the last 350 rounds. I love the DA/SA functionality. Great sights, rugged, you know you're not packing a "toy" gun. The tactile and visible "loaded chamber indicator" is a great feature. the de-cocker is an awesome feature as well.
Far and away the "safest" gun I own. If you have a negligent discharge with this gun, it's your fault, buddy--entirely your fault!! Great gun for the new / first time pistol owner. Can't say that I truly "need" all of the safety features on this pistol, as my real safety is between my ears and from the training and experience I've put together since I bought it. I highly recommend this pistol to anybody. I got this thing from Buds in summer 2016 for $405.00. It was rated 4.5 stars with hundreds of reviews. Bought it online (obviously), and I'd never held a Bersa before. NO REGRETS! BUY WITH CONFIDENSE!!
Great job, Buds. You've earned my loyalty. BTW: Bersa is the largest company in Argentine (Argentinian owned). Bersa is the official/ issue sidearm of the Argentinian military. This is a quality gun. You'll see. 











Jason B

on
03/09/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice gun but, does show holster wear fairly easy on the accessory rail which is a little sharper than I like for holster draw. Magazines are expensive and hard to come by. 











Leroy P

on
09/12/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is very reliable and great for concealed carry. A good compromise with capacity and concealment. The round indicator is pretty nifty as well. The sights work, but I would replace them. It also needed some zeroing. But it is serviceable for defense. The weight also makes it a nice shooter. Very comfortable grip. Almost like a marriage of Barreta 92f and a Sig P226in terms of ergonomics. It is fantastic for the price. It is also very easy to field strip. 











Michael W

on
02/20/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is well made. Being an all steel gun makes it a little heavy but it shoots well. I think that the weight helps with control the recoil on this small gun. 











William C

on
09/16/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds Gun Shop delivered in all aspects a quality product and service as I have become accustomed over the years. Thanks again ! 











Teofilo D

on
08/04/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I bought 2 Bersa pistols. One was a 380mm and the other one was a 9mm. I had the same problem with both guns - they jammed unless you do not load the magazines to its maximum load. I may have to buy different magazines for both guns. 











Gregorio C

on
03/26/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great customer service. Fast shipping and the firearm was just perfect. Highly recommended. 











Larry C

on
03/25/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










These little Bersa Thunder 9 Pro Ultra Compact pistols are absolutely awesome! They have all the bells and whistles of the expensive brands, without the price tag. I personally have 3 of them and have convinced many family and friends to get one as well. They are very accurate and built strong. After over 750 rounds through my carry piece, I’ve experienced zer FTE’s or FTF’s with everything I’ve run through it. Get yours soon, because as the word gets out, the prices are rising. 











Raymond H

on
12/02/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of my all time favorite hand guns. This SOLID pistol has all the bells and whistles. All metal materials used and that is something that is rare these days. If you look, you just might find a few extended mags . For it's size, this gun is a tad on the heavy side but that is normal for an all metal pistol. Shoots really nice, Once you shoot this Bersa, you will be singing the same praises. 











Lance S

on
07/20/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Smooth action, shoots a little low, just put about 50 rounds through it. Will update if possible 











Tom G

on
05/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have just received my new Bersa Thunder 9mm Pro UC (T9MP13), and have only had a chance to run three (3) rounds through it at the receiving FFL's range. While I am not an expert with a hand gun, I did allow the FFL owner to run three (3) rounds through it, and he indicated that it shot true without the need of any sight adjustments. I can hardly wait until our weather clears (rain and snow for several days) so that I can go to the outdoor range. Perhaps I can do a follow-up review after firing a couple of hundred rounds. The appearance of the gun is exceptional. I not seen any of the slight external blemishes mentioned in other reviews for this firearm. Also, the action(s)-though limited with only 6 rounds fired-are fantastic. The slide is easy to rack and the magazine drops easily from the handle. I will say that loading the magazines are somewhat cumbersome, but that can be attributed to the fact that this is the first semi-automatic that I have owned. 











William S

on
03/10/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have not shot the thunder yet. I'm very happy with the service and prices on budsgunshop. I will buy again fron buds. 











Robert C

on
03/05/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As soon as I put that Bersa thunder pro UC 9 mm in my hand I knew I had made the right choice for my first handgun. I have a larger hand and the grip felt great, all fingers on the grip. Feels like a full size handgun. Has good weight to the almost all metal gun. I'm a leftie, the slide lock, safety and breakdown levers are on both sides of the gun. Also the magazine release is easily changed around. Haven't taken it to the range yet, but from all reviews I've read, this Bersa is unstoppable. I haven't read any reviews of any malfunctions unless they were using cheap steel ammo. Totally satisfied with my purchase. 











Thomas T

on
03/05/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shot 200 rounds metal, aluminum, brass jacket mixed slow fire and fast Good gun no problems 











David H

on
12/15/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Despite some minor issues I am very happy with this gun. I've been looking for a DA/SA with ambi controls and this is working out perfectly as my new primary carry pistol. I have about 400 rounds of 115 grain and 147 grain ball ammo through it with zero problems. I've also run my standard carry 147 grain hollow-points without issue. I don't use +P ammo so haven't tried any of those. Be sure this gun through its recommended 200 - 300 round break-in. You will absolutely need to break it down and give it a complete cleaning out of the box, including cleaning the magazines. It's pretty greasy / gummy out of the box. Minor Issues: - the finish isn't great but I expected that. It's a service-grade handgun and it's starting to look better with use and repeated cleanings. If it bothers you maybe the two-tone is a better choice. - the P-rail has some very sharp corners and scored a track down the inside of my brand-new Crossbreed holster. I smoothed it out with some fine sandpaper and steel wool. I expect that area to get worn anyway. Maybe I'll re-blue it at some point. - out of the box I had a lot of problems with the magazines. They would not feed the 11th, 12th and 13th round reliably, and that last round would get stuck under the follower retaining tab. I called Eagle imports and they quick-shipped me new magazine springs, which fixed the issue. All of my mags feed correctly now. I still rate this gun 5 stars, despite the few issues. It's part of breaking in a new gun to me. I have largish hands but the grips are very comfortable and I can get all my fingers where they need to be. As a Lefty I was a little worried about the exposed trigger disconnector but it hasn't been an issue. I modified my thumbs-forward grip a bit to put my support-hand thumb on top of my firing (Left) thumb and I can still get a nice solid grip. 











George L

on
05/03/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I like all of these Bersa's, these pistols just shoot smooth and without a hitch right out of the box. 











Jerrard M

on
01/28/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A really nice concealed carry option. I have become comfortable carrying this compact, semi-automatic, with me EVERYWHERE! Don't be put off by the price nor the brand. This is a durable, quality made, weapon system. I waited for over six months before posting my review. During this time I have put 500+ rounds through this gun without malfunction. It has eaten everything I loaded: JHP, hard cast, FMJ etc. Through 500 rounds I only had two FTF (failure to fire). But it had little to do with the gun and more to do with the ammo. I emptied the magazine reloaded those rounds and fired again. No issues. I have not yet had a failure to eject. All rounds that have been loaded, have ejected nicely. Don't believe me, just read the additional reviews listed here. This gun is a workhorse. Now the issue that was also mentioned in another review is the finish. Each time I fire this gun, when I get it home it gets a thorough cleaning. Even now it seems to have affected the bluing on the gun. It doesn't have that fresh dark black coat like it came out of the box. I don't know why. I don't know if Bersa sacrificed simple color for the other qualities inherent in the weapon. But this does not diminish the function of this gun in any way. It is a beast. Put anything in it (9mm). It will fire. The controls on this gun are ambidextrous. My left handed friend fires this just as well as I do. The controls are reminiscent of a compact 1911 firearm. With this gun I am still on target out to 20 yards. The only modifications I have made to it are the sights...as listed here the Sig Sauer #8 sights (Amazon.com) make this a formidable protection system in daylight or night. I also carry it decocked. I have medium to large hands and it is no problem for me to access all functions with my shooting hand. A GREAT PIECE! 











Kenneth D H

on
11/23/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wow, great gun. Looks good and shoots fantastic right out of the box. The de-cock feature is nice, better than another semi I have. Fits in a Ruger SR9C holster snug as a bug. The accuracy was good if not great and easy to clean, quick as a Glock. My second gun from Buds and love the price and service. 











Lucas M

on
06/12/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










All work great as expected, i am from Argentina so i use to have the mini-thunder down there, this upgrade version works just great, just put 150 rounds no issues at all, perfect gun for medium size hands, shoot great groups from 7 to 20 yards, the trigger in single action is heavy but the double is superb, my only advice if your hands are large this may no be a good gun for you. Great product for a great price. 











Winfield I

on
06/10/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Super pistol with great trigger, no misfires..fits my hand very well.Heavy but balanced on hip, hard to tell you are carrying it. Would buy again..also have the bersa 380 and 22 and they are all excellent pistols. 











David C

on
03/13/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










another great purchase from buds. they did a good job of getting the order out despite the bad weather. the gun is great ,took it home and cleaned it oiled it and took it to the range. I put 150 rounds thru it with no problems. the trigger pull on the double action was smooth and the reset was short. the single action pull was good and crisp. this is a great firearm and would recommend it to anyone. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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